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Beliefs and World Views



Business

Primary Pros Cons

Questionnaire Cheaper than interviews
Easily target certain 
people

Difficult to predict how 
many will be completed
People may not 
understand the questions

Interviews Questions can be 
explained
Customers can be easily 
targeted

Expensive
Customers may feel 
uncomfortable

Trials Save money before 
making products widely 
available

Costly to set up

Focus groups Data is accurate to the 
target market

Only small groups that 
take part so expensive



Business



Child Development



Year 10 3D Design

1.Context When where and why the work was created. Is the work 

characteristic of an artistic style, movement or time period?

2.Composition Does the work communicate an action, narrative or story? Are 

there abstract elements? Has text been used? Does the title 

affect the way you interpret the work?

3.Shape and Form What is the overall size, shape and orientation of the artwork? Is 

there a dominant visual language within the shapes and forms? 

Are there any three-dimensional forms? How does this affect the 

work from different viewpoints?

4.Tone and contrast Are there any reflective or transparent surfaces? Are shadows 

depicted in the work? What are the light sources within the 

artwork?

5.Colour Colour schemes? Contrasts? Colour palette?

6.Texture and Pattern Are there textural, tactile or surface qualities within the work? 

How are these created?

7.Materials and 

Techniques

What materials have been used and why? Any specific 

properties? What skills or processes have been used?

8.Personal response What is your emotional response to the piece? How does it 

connect to your work and how are you going to be inspired by 

the artwork.

9.Visual 

Communication

The use of visual elements to convey ideas.

10.Materials Clay, cardboard, metals, timbers, polymers and fabrics.

11.Techniques Wood carving, bending, card and paper manipulation.

12.Processes Scoring, cutting, chiselling, painting and sanding.

13.Line Use of line drawings

14.Texture Responding to the surface elements of materials

15.Form The visual shape.

16.Pattern A repeated decorative design.

17.Tone Different shades of colour for different visual effects.

Keywords

Analysis of Critical studies



AQA English Language – Paper 1
Question Guidance (do the paper backwards):
Q5 – use the ‘Here > There > Then > Now’ frame. Here is an example with the dystopian story:
Here I am in the waiting room of this squat grey clinic with its squalid peeling walls. Years of slopping on 
beige discoloured paint still cannot hide the neglect and pervading sense of hopelessness. The chairs are 
frayed with bits of stuffing coughing out like the remnants of the past. A TV hangs loosely from the wall, 
it’s black mirror reflecting the decaying interior. Buzzing fizzes through the air from the shivering light 
overhead. The emptiness crowds around me as I wait.

There is a poster on the wall, it is a strange choice: [describe picture exam provides]

Then memories flood back of the Malthusian collapse, the riots, the catastrophes, the violence and the 
dreams that came before this living nightmare. How did we get to this? Scientists had achieved the 
utopian ambition of immortality. They had plucked out the aging gene from this symphony of life and 
silenced it. Death was now only for the unfortunate or the poor whilst the eternal elite were everlasting. 
Genetic treatments stopped people dying from old age, now you could be young, beautiful, lovely, 
forever. Depending on your view it was either euphoric optimism trapped in amber or humanity diving 
into a stagnant pool of indulgence. There was just one problem: children. Scientists had stopped death 
but the cost was new life. Children were still being born so they brought in a test. A test to see if you 
were worthy enough, good enough, optimised enough for life.

Now, I am alone. No… with you awaiting the results of this test. Waiting to see if this whispered dream 
of a life inside me will be permitted to join the elite. When I found out about you, I was overjoyed, love 
filled my heart and I had such hope for the future. Fears have begun to sneak into my heart now I run 
my hands over you growing within. Will you be allowed to live or will they just discard you before you 
even have a chance? Why am I even talking to you? You barely exist yet.

They are calling me in.
Nobody dies anymore but will they let you live?

Q4 (20 marks, 25m) – identify the key bits of the statement, agree then add and analyse (use 
quotations and analyse language and structure repeatedly):
Your evaluation – consider the statement and other interpretations (although, whilst, despite, etc.)
Neat evidence – use precise quotations
Additional – use more precise quotations (at least 6)
Language – analyse word choice, imagery and other methods
Structure and form – analyse perspective, pace, tone and other methods
Intentions of writer – consider WHY the writer wrote it and the impact upon readers

Q3 (8 marks, 10m) – structural methods (start-middle-end):
Start-middle-end
Neat evidence – use precise quotations
Structure and form – analyse perspective, pace, tone and other methods such as repetition, motif, 
cliffhanger, contrast, development, syntax, etc.

Q2 (8 marks, 10m) – language methods (imagery, word choice and other methods):
Imagery – always analyse this.
Neat evidence – as precise as possible – focus on word choices etc.
Additional – get a wide range of quotations
Language – analyse word choices, imagery and other methods such as metaphor, simile, 
personification, oxymoron, emotive language and syntax.

Q1 (4 marks, 5m) - identify 4 things.



AQA English Language – Paper 2
Question Guidance (do the paper backwards):
Q5 – use the Presently, Personally, Publicly, Predictably frame to structure your response:
[Form feature: IF Article: headline & subheading
IF Letter:  Dear Mr ???,

 I am writing to you about…
IF Speech: ‘Today I am here to talk to you about…’]
Presently, we are like mindless addicts; preferring the heady rush of flippant fools and funny 

failures. Today’s society is so immersed in the blizzard of triviality that [link to topic].

Personally, my own children, Edward and Alice, [link to topic]. It is easy to dismiss this as 
unimportant but the noxious influence of [topic] is as pervasive as it is dangerous.

Publicly, they (like so many their age) have [link to topic]. According to figures from Exeter 
University, over 75% of people [link to topic]. Professor Hill, who co-authored the report, stated: 
‘The issue with [topic] is a different kind of epidemic; causing untold damage. It is arguably 
worse because there is no vaccine.’

We must stop this!

Predictably, some people will… [consider opposing view] but this only perpetuates the 
problem. We have two options: continue with this intolerable situation or move forward to a 
future where we [positive link to topic]. Which would you rather choose?
[Form feature:
IF Article: do not add anything - end on the rhetorical question.
IF Letter:  Yours sincerely,

 [Your Name]
IF Speech: Thank you for listening.]

Q4 (16 marks, 20m) - compare writer's perspectives
Make links
Neat evidence – use precise quotations
Additional – link quotations across both sources
Language – analyse imagery, word choice and other methods
Structure and form – analyse perspective, tone and other methods
Intentions of writer – consider why it has been written and the impact on the reader
Your evaluation – consider which text demonstrates more or less of something

Q3 (12 marks, 15m) - analyse language
Imagery – always analyse this.
Neat evidence – as precise as possible – focus on word choices etc.
Additional – get a wide range of quotations
Language – analyse word choices, imagery and other methods such as metaphor, simile, personification, 
oxymoron, emotive language and syntax.

Q2 (8 marks, 10m) - summarise an idea across both texts
Make links, use neat evidence (borrow from Q4) and infer considering impact on reader.

Q1 (4 marks, 5m) - identify 4 true statements from a list of 8.



AQA English Literature – A Christmas Carol
Prepared Introduction (learn this):

Dickens presents ________ to criticise misanthropy in Victorian London. As a 
philanthropist, Dickens uses his didactic allegorical novella to demonstrate the 
importance of kindness. Dickens crafts this through Scrooge’s redemption arc as 
he progresses from a ‘covetous old sinner’ to being ‘quite a baby’ symbolising 
his rebirth.

Make sure that you replace _________ with the focus of the question.

1
'solitary as an oyster' 'his own heart laughed'

2
'I wear the chain I forged in life' 'light as a feather'

3
'decrease the surplus population' 'are there no prisons?'

4
'biting weather' 'freezing fog' 'Golden sunlight; Heavenly sky'

5
'gruff old bell was always peeping 
slily down at Scrooge'

'merry bells'

6
‘Want is keenly felt, and Abundance 
rejoices.’

'Ignorance' & 'Want' 'Beware … on 
his brow … Doom'

7
'Another idol has displaced me … a 
golden one'

'as good as gold’

8
‘tight-fisted hand at the grindstone’ ‘apoplectic opulence’

9
‘If these shadows remain unaltered 
by the Future, the child will die.’

‘to Tiny Tim, who did not die, he 
was a second father.’

10

'a strange figure—like 
a child: yet not so like 
a child as like an old
man'

'a jolly Giant, glorious 
to see; who bore a 
glowing torch…Girded 
round its middle was 
an antique scabbard; 
but no sword was in it'

'a solemn Phantom, 
draped and hooded, 
coming, like a mist
along the ground, 
towards him.'

Key quotations to learn – prioritise the first 3 pairs.



AQA English Literature – An Inspector Calls
Prepared introduction (learn this):

Priestley presents _______ to criticise capitalist culture within Edwardian 
England. As a socialist, Priestley wanted to inspire the younger generation in his 
WW2 audience to progress to a fairer and more equal society. Priestley crafts 
this through the cyclical structure to subvert the murder mystery genre so that 
rather than believing ‘a man has to mind his own business’ we realise that ‘we 
are all responsible for each other’.

Make sure that you replace ________ with the focus of the question.

Key quotations to learn – prioritise the first 3 pairs.

1.
'Burnt her inside out' 'Fire and blood and anguish'

2.
'unsinkable, absolutely unsinkable' 'we’re all in it – up to the neck'

3.
'obscene fat carcass' 'We are members of one body'

4.
'A chain of events'

'He’s giving us the rope - so that 
we’ll hang ourselves'

5.
'I’d give thousands - yes, thousands'

'Millions and millions and millions of 
Eva Smiths'

6.
‘Look – mummy – isn't it a beauty?’ 
/ ‘I’m sorry, daddy’

‘Don’t interfere, please, father’ / 
'Mother - stop - stop!’

7.
'(with sharp sarcasm)...You were the 
wonderful Fairy Prince.'

‘young and fresh and charming’'

8.
'Girls of that class-’ / ‘Girls of that 
sort’

'You mustn’t try to build up a kind of 
wall between us and that girl'

9.
‘she was pretty and a good sport’

‘Just used her…as if she was an 
animal, a thing, not a person’

10.
‘it's better to ask for the earth than 
to take it.’

‘To ask some – questions’



English Literature

Key words Definition

Miser Someone who 
hoards money 
(Scrooge)

Misanthrope Someone who 
hates people (also 
Scrooge)

Philanthropist Someone who 
loves people

Avarice Greed

Moralising Teaching good 
and bad

Supernatural Ghosts and 
unexplainable 
phenomena

Paradox Contradictory 
things

Patriarchy Male dominated 
society

Idolatry Worshiping 
something

Benevolence Goodness

Prosperity Becoming rich

Idealistic Seeing things as 
perfect

Didactic Teaching

Allegory A story that 
teaches

Morbid Relating to death

Arrogance Believing yourself 
to be better than 
others

Immorality Not doing the 
right thing

Anagnorisis A revelation or 
moment of truth

Peripeteia A sudden change 
in fortune

Redemption Becoming good.

POETIC POEMS Definition

Personification Giving something human characteristics

Oxymoron Contradictory phrase

Enjambment Continuing a line of poetry

Tone Mood or atmosphere

Imagery Descriptive language

Contrast Very different things put together

Perspective Viewpoint

Onomatopoeia Words that sound like the thing

Extended Carrying on

Metaphor Saying something is something else

Simile Saying something is like something else

A PERSUADER Definition

Alliteration Repeating same sound at starts of words

Points Clear reasons to add to your argument

Exaggeration Overstating

Repetition Saying the same thing over and over

Statistics Using numbers to represent facts

Unique ideas Unusual or ways of approaching an issue

Anecdote A short story used to make a point

Direct address Talking to the audience

Emotive language Appealing to people's feelings

Rhetorical questions Questions not intended to be answered.

ANALYSIS

Argument The writer presents [topic] to…

Neat evidence The phrase ‘…’ shows…

Additional Additionally, the phrase ‘…’ adds to…

Language The imagery suggests…

Your evaluation A reader may also understand...

Structure and form Structurally, the... tone emphasises...

Intentions of writer The writer’s intentions may have been to…

Society and context Contextually, the writer may be reflecting…

A Christmas Carol



Year 10 Engineering

1.Forming A process that changes the dimensions or shape of a solid material, 

without changing the volume.

2.Shaping A process that involves pouring or forcing liquid material into a mould

3.Bending Forcing something into a curve or an angle

4.Former A device in a required profile that a material can be formed against

5.Jig A device to hold a piece of work

6.Sand casting A process where a mould made from sand is filled with molten metal

7.Pressure die 

casting

A shaping process where metal is forced into a reusable metal mould

8.Injection 

moulding

A shaping process for polymers, where the polymer is forced into a 

reusable metal mould

9.Soldering A joining process where metal parts are attached together using a filler 

wire which melts and runs between them, typically melted using a 

soldering iron.

10.Brazing A joining process where metal parts are attached together using a filler 

wire which melts and runs between them, with heat provided by either a 

flame or oven.

11.Welding A joining process for metal parts where the edges of the parts are melted 

and form the joint, with additional filler metal if needed.

12. Normalising A heat treatment that results in metal that is tough with some ductility.

13.Annealing A heat treatment that makes metal softer and easier to work.

14.Hardening A heat treatment that increases the hardness and strength of a metal 

due to a change in the arrangement of the atoms within it.

15.Quenching The rapid cooling of a hot metal by immersing it in a liquid, often oil or 

brine.

16.Tempering A heat treatment to remove some of the brittleness in hardened steel at 

the cost of some hardness.

Heat and chemical treatment

Casting and moulding

Shaping, forming and manipulation



Film Studies



Food



Food



Food



Les verbs Verbs

1. étudier to study

2. apprendre to learn

3. porter to wear

4. commencer to start/begin

5. participer to participate

6. gagner to win

7. organiser to organise

8. chanter to sing

9. jouer to play

10. récolter to raise (money)

11. aller to go

Le collège School

25. le gymnase sports hall

26. le hall hall

27. le terrain de basket basketball court

28. la bibliothèque library

29. la cantine canteen

30. la cour de recreation playground

31. la salle de sport gym

32. les salles de classe classrooms

33. les vestiaires changing rooms

34. les labos de science science labs

35. les élèves students

36. les professeurs teachers

37. la récreation breaktime

Le règlement scolaire School rules

38. être à l’heure be on time

39. faire ses devoirs do homework

40. porter l’uniforme wear uniform

41. mâcher du chewing-gum chew gum

42. utiliser son portable use mobile phone

43. beaucoup de bijoux lots of jewellery

44. trop de maquillage too much make-up

45. manquer les cours miss lessons

46. juste fair

47. raisonnable reasonable

Les succès au collège Successes at school

59. fier/fière proud

60. l’orchestre orchestra

61. le club club

61. le conseil 
d’administration

school council

62. l\équipe team

63. l’échange scolaire school exchange

64. la sortie scolaire school trip

65. un prix a prize

66. un spectacle a show

67. un tournoi /concours a tournament/competition

68. une association 
caritative

a charity

Les matières School subjects

12. le commerce business

13. le dessin art

14. le français French

15. la biologie the UK

16. la chimie chemistry

17. la physique physics

18. la technologie technology

19. l’allemand German

20. l’anglais English

21. l’EPS PE

22. l’informatique Computing

23. les arts ménagers home studies

24. l’instruction civique citizenship

L’uniforme scolaire School uniform

48. un polo a polo shirt

49. un sweat/un pull a sweatshirt/a jumper

50. une chemise a shirt

51. un pantalon trousers 

52. une jupe a skirt

53. une robe a dress

54. une veste a blazer/jacket

55. une cravate a tie

56. mes propre vêtements my own clothes

57. la mode fashion

58. démodé old-fashioned

Year 10 French Spring Term 1: Au collège



Geography
An ecosystem is a natural system that comprises a community of plants and 

animals that interact with each other and their physical environment.
Non-living elements (soils, rocks, water, sunlight etc) and living elements 
(plants, animals, bacteria etc)

Scales – Pond (local), Regional (sand dunes, woodland or forest), global scale 
(biomes) tropical rainforests, deserts and tundra environments.

Small scale ecosystems – Freshwater ponds
Animals and plants living in deeper water at the bottom of the pond will have 

less light and Oxygen, but also have to cope with more wind etc.
Living things at the edges of a pond (the margins) have more light and Oxygen, 

but also have to cope with more wind etc

Producers using energy from the sun, and convert it into sugar (or glucose).

Consumers then get their energy by eating the producers for their sugars.

Links energy flows from one food sources to another.
Trophic pyramid composed of many primary producers, a smaller number of 
primary consumers, and even smaller number of secondary consumers and a 

tiny number of tertiary consumers.
Food chains – food moves up the line from producer to tertiary consumer.

Links energy flows from one food source to another.
Trophic pyramid composed of many primary producers, a smaller number of 

primary consumers, and even smaller number of secondary consumers and a 
tiny number of tertiary consumers.

Food chains – food moves up the line from producer to tertiary consumer.

However, this is too simplistic. Animals might eat many other plants and 

animals, not have just one source of food. It is better to consider the flows as a 
Food Webb; that considers all of the connections between the plants and 

animals within an ecosystem like a pond.
Decomposers – bacteria and insects etc. That decompose dead materials.

The distribution and characteristics of large scale natural global ecosystems – 
large scale ecosystems location is determined largely by climate – how much 

precipitation and sunlight is available?
What is the relief of the area like? Wind? Eg temperate deciduous forest.
Climate is reasonably stable with not great variation throughout the year.

Deciduous forests have trees with broadleaves (eg Oak) that are 
shed in the autumn months.



Geography
Disappear in the interiors of continents at temperatures become 

more extreme and precipitation levels fall. Lots of other biomes as shown on 
the map.

Tropical rainforests – distinctive characteristics Tropical rainforest –
great biodiversity, located across the Equatorial regions. Four square 

miles of tropical rainforest have 1500 flowering plant species and 750 types of 
trees.

Factor 1 – Climate – Loads of rain – over 2000mm of rainfall per year. Rainfall 
in each month. Temperatures are very even, averaging 27°C every day with 

very little variation. Allows for incredible plant growth.
Factor 2 – soils and nutrients – very deep, some of the deepest in the world.

Latosol, a typical tropical forest soil.

High rainfall weathers the rock below and masses of vegetation allow deep soils 
to form.

Very nutrient poor as you go down through the soils as rainwater LEACHES the 
nutrients and minerals out of the soil.
Soils are often red in colour as they are rich in iron. NUTRIENT CYCLING very 

important. This is a good example of the INTERDEPENDENT (where things rely 
upon each other) nature of the forest.

As vegetation dies it is quickly decomposed by insects, bacteria and fungi.
This releases nutrients into the surface of the soil which is taken up quickly by the 
plants.

Factor 3 – water recycling – roots of plants take up water from the ground, rain 
is intercepted, water then evaporates into the atmosphere and forms clouds to 

make the next day's rain.
Factor 4 – Stratification (layers) Competition between plants for light and space. 
Adaptations such as buttress Roots, Llanas, epiphytes, drip tips to cope.

Factor 5 – competition and interdependence – food webs in Tropical forests
Factor 6 – people – indigenous groups eg Kayapo in Brazil use forests for food, 

water and shelter.
Under pressure due to subsistence and commercial farming, logging, road 
building, mineral extraction, energy development, settlement, and population 

growth.

Deforestation – cutting down of forest for other uses – impacts includes:
1. Environmental – loss of biodiversity and genetic resources, loss of forest 

cover, increased soil erosion, loss of nutrient cycle, damage to water cycle

2. Economic – better transport, more raw materials eg coal, more farm 
products, more wood, greater energy production, boosts GCP



Verben Verbs

1. fahren to go (drive)

2. gehen to go (on foot)

3. machen to make/do

4. verbringen to spend time

5. mieten to hire

6. wohnen to live/stay

7. übernachten to stay

8. haben to have

9. sein to be

10. verbessern to improve

Year 10 German Spring Term 1: Im Urlaub und zu Hause!

Länder und Orte Countries and Places

11. im Norden In the north

12. Im Osten In the east

13. Im Süden In the south

14. Im Westen In the west

15. Das Reiseziel Travel destination

16. Das Urlaubsziel Holiday destination

17. im Ausland Abroad

18. Im Inland At home

19. Europa Europe

20. Bayern Bavaria

21. Spanien Spain

22. Italien Italy

23. die Türkei Turkey

24. Italien Italy

25. Österreich Austria

26. Kroatien Croatia

27. ans Meer to the sea

28. an einen See to a lake

29. an den Strand to the beach

30. an die Küste to the coast

31. in den Wald in the forest

32. in die Berge to the mountains

Urlaubsarten Types of holiday

38. Abenteuerurlaub Adventure holiday

39. Aktivurlaub Active holiday

40. Sightseeingurlaub Sightseeing holiday

41. Sommerurlaub Summer holiday

42. Strandurlaub Breach holiday

43. Urlaub auf Balkonien Staycation

44. Winterurlaub Winter holiday

45. Zelten Camping

46. draußen Outside

47. abenteuerlustig Adventurous

48. Ich will nichts tun. I want to do nothing.

49. Vollpension full board

50. Halbpension half board

51. das Zimmer the room

Das Wetter The weather

33. das Gewitter thunderstorm

34. der Hagel hail

35. der Nebel fog

36. der Regen rain

37. die Wolken the clouds

In der Stadt In town

52. Es gibt… There is/are…

53. eine Autobahn a motorway

54. einen Bahnhof a train station

55. einen Campingplatz a campsite

56. ein Freibad an outdoor pool

57. eine Grundschule a primary school

58. eine Fußgängerzone a pedestrianised area

59. viele Geschäfte lots of shops

60. viele Sehenswürdigkeiten lots of sights

61. viele Vorteile lots of advantages

62. viele Nachteile lots of disadvantages

63. keinen Flughafen no airport

64. kein Kino no cinema

65. keine Strände no beaches

Vor- und Nachteile Advantages and 
disadvantages

66. auf einem Bauernhof on a farm

67. auf dem Land in the countryside

68. in einem Dorf in a village

69. in der Nähe von… near…

70. viel Lärm/Verkehr lots of noise

71. Fahrradwege cycle paths

72. Buslinie bus routes

73. Öffentlichen Verkehrsmittel public transport
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Mathematics



Mathematics



Mathematics
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Mathematics



Mathematics



Music



Music



Music



Personal Development



Personal Development



Personal Development



GCSE PE

1.1.d. Respiratory System Key Terms

1

Aerobic capacity The maximum amount of oxygen your body can 
take in and use, measured with the V02 max test

2

Aerobic Exercise/ 
Activity

When oxygen is used for the duration of exercise 

to make energy, usually at moderate intensity at a 
continuous rate.

3 Alveoli
Small air sacks in the lungs which are the site of 
gas exchange.

4 Anaerobic 
Exercise/ Activity

‘Without oxygen’. High intensity exercise for short 

periods of time where oxygen is not
predominantly used to produce energy

5

Breathing rate Number of breaths taken per minute

6 Gas exchange

The movement of O2 and CO2 between the 

alveoli and capillaries and the working muscles 
and capillaries.

7 Minute ventilation

(minute volume) Then volume of gas inhaled OR 
exhaled from the lungs in 1 minute

8 Mitochondria

the place in each muscle cell where energy is 
produced

9

Respiratory 
Muscles

Muscles which help air move in and out of the 
lungs (diaphragm and intercostals)

10

Respiration 
system

gets oxygen into the body and removes carbon 

dioxide. It's made up of the mouth/nose –
bronchi- bronchioles and alveoli

11

Tidal volume The amount of air breathed in or out in one 
breath. Measured in ml

12

Trachea 
(windpipe)

The pipe which connects the nose/mouth to the 
bronchi



Photography



Biology – B2 Cells & Control



Biology – B2 Cells & Control



Biology – B2 Cells & Control



Biology – B2 Cells & Control



Biology – B2 Cells & Control



Biology – B2 Cells & Control



Biology – B2 Cells & Control



Chemistry – C5-C7 Bonding



Chemistry – C5-C7 Bonding



Chemistry – C5-C7 Bonding



Chemistry – C5-C7 Bonding



Chemistry – C5-C7 Bonding



Chemistry – C5-C7 Bonding



Chemistry – C5-C7 Bonding



Chemistry – C8 Acids



Chemistry – C8 Acids



Chemistry – C8 Acids



Chemistry – C8 Acids



Physics – P6 radioactivity



Physics – P6 radioactivity



Physics – P6 radioactivity



Physics – P6 radioactivity



Physics – P6 radioactivity



Physics – P6 radioactivity



Physics – P6 radioactivity



Extra  - Triple Physics – P6 radioactivity



Extra  - Triple Physics – P6 radioactivity



Extra  - Triple Physics – P6 radioactivity



Physics P10-P11 Electricity



Physics P10-P11 Electricity



Physics P10-P11 Electricity



Physics P10-P11 Electricity



Statistics

2a Qualitative & discrete data…..
Learning outcomes:

Keywords:



2b Continuous data…..
Learning outcomes:

Keywords:





2c Tabulation…..

Learning outcomes:

Keywords:
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